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The importance of the capable affair for puting up a European Works Council 

( EWC afterlife ) stems from the necessity to place, measure and pull off jobs 

that come from the matter-of-fact facet of employment dealingss. 

As Hoffmann and M ller ( 2001 ) note that the acceptance of the EWC 

Directive in 1994 represented a turning point for EWC pattern in which 

interested organic structures saw EWCs as an establishment to heighten 

trade brotherhood cooperation on a multinational degree. However, less 

attending had been paid to the possibility of direction utilizing EWCs to its 

ain terminals ( Hoffmann and M ller 2001 ) . In add-on, the menaces and 

chances caused by the diverse nature of employment dealingss and pattern 

both on national and international degree has made puting up EWCs of 

import to look into bearing in head besides the legal deductions involved 

every bit good. Therefore, this subject is of import because of the 

precedence given to administrations by the EWC directive on the flexibleness

to prosecute in dialogues ( EWC Directive 2009/38/EC Article 13 ) between 

direction and employee representatives on a European degree for the benefit

of bettering employment dealingss. Historical/Dynamics Background of EWC 

A EWC is a organic structure that represents employees and provides for the 

information and audience of employees in Community-scale projects and 

Community-scale groups of projects as required by the 1994 EWC Directive 

( 94/45/EC, Article 1. ) . It is the first reliable European organic structure of 

involvement represented at endeavor degree which has a position defined 

by jurisprudence that can non be avoided or dissolved by employers 

particularly in most European states. Although they are forbidden in 
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jurisprudence to organize industrial actions, they have legal rights to right 

through tribunals when they consider their right has been violated. 

The outgrowth of the EWC is as a consequence of the demand for 

administrations to react to the Europeanization of concern germinating from 

the Single European Market. The constitution of EWCs took topographic point

in sequences as a consequence of legal alterations made to the directive. 

Initially, the directive focused on a German influenced difficult jurisprudence 

type of employee engagement administered by civil countenances but 

aroused resistance which so initiated the displacement to a soft 

jurisprudence type of employee engagement without a house countenance 

( Falkner 1996 ) . Although attempts to present EWCs in the 1970s proved 

unsuccessful due to the joint resistances made by employer s 

administrations and the authoritiess of member provinces, approximately 46 

administrations chiefly operated by French, German and Norse states 

voluntarily adopted the directives centred on the Vredeling directive 

between 1983 and 1994. 

The following event occurred between 1994 and 1996 when 386 companies 

adopted the Directive 94/45/EC to work the loophole that Article 13 created. 

Subsequently, from 1997 to 2008, the constitution of newer EWCs reduced 

because of guidelines stated in article 6 of the Directive 94/45/EC which led 

to purely employee representatives and trade brotherhoods ( Ko hler and 

Begega 2010 ) . Finally, In 2009 a recast Directive 2009/38/EC was made 

because of a legislative proposal put frontward by the European committee 

to turn to a figure of concerns spotted from detecting the pattern of the 
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Directive in world. Besides, the issue of Europeanization led to the altering 

facets of EWCs. 

From, a assorted establishment of employee and direction representatives 

headed by an HR executive or member of the board of managers ( Gallic 

theoretical account ) to merely employee representatives as in the 

Continental European theoretical account ( Ko hler and Begega 2010. How 

EWCs are organised EWC Directive requires concern entities engaging more 

than 1, 000 persons in member provinces, of which 150 must be employed in

each of two member provinces, should set up a European Works Council 

( EWC Directive 1994: Article 2 ) and this is compulsory for Multi-National 

Companies ( MNC ) under the European Union Law. Employees can elect 

work council members or trade brotherhoods can put up campaigners 

harmonizing to processs stipulated by the state s statute law. EWCs in 

Practice Telljohann ( 2005 ) points out that directors and trade brotherhoods 

have diverse involvements, sentiments and outlooks. Lecher et Al ( 2001 ) , 

besides emphasizes on the diverse nature of operations happening within 

EWCs as an property to the administrations that manage them every bit 

good as the directive which covers them. Therefore, these factors represent, 

determine the development and distinguish the operationalization of EWCs 

enabling them obtain their construction from interactions with direction, 

national employee representation, trade brotherhoods and besides within 

the plants council ( Lecher et al 2001 ) . However, the criterion of 

relationship is defined by the grade of information and extent to which 

information is given coupled with the rate at which information is provided 

and the degree of equal audience between EWCs and direction. 
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EWCs and Management Telljohann ( 2005 ) identifies four systematic 

programs of action taken by direction in their traffics with EWCs. First of all, 

directors use a minimalist attack to conform to directives and avoid legal 

actions taken by employee representative. Second, directors apply a 

combination of manipulative and command attack in associating with EWCs 

to accomplish their aims. The downside of this attack is that it causes 

disunion between EWCs and makes them less of import in the procedure of 

employment dealingss. Last, directors employ a constructive attack to 

suggest improved or enhanced employee dealingss by offering to travel 

outside the contents of the directive. The advantage of this type of attack is 

that both parties benefit in that directors demonstrate effectual consulting 

procedure that is seen by worker representatives as a favorable clip to act 

upon direction determinations. It can be argued that the common benefits 

achieved from a constructive attack make it an acceptable scheme for 

directors to associate with EWCs. 

EWCs in pattern: Management positions and use In the procedure of 

internalizing organizational activities and HRM patterns on a multinational 

degree, directors encounter troubles that vary from reconstituting 

administrations at European degree to alining employees aims with the 

strategic aims of the administration along with prolonging a responsible 

liberty at work at a national degree. The extent to which direction usage 

EWCs in covering with these troubles depend on how they perceive EWCs in 

pattern. Again, direction perceptual experience differs from one 

administration to the other in that some directors misconstrue EWCs as an 

avenue for rubber-necking and are doubting about increasing their 
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importance ( Vitols 2003 ) . However, most directors appreciate the good 

function EWCs drama in pass oning information to employees and confer 

withing with directors efficaciously ( ibid ) . 

It is good because maintaining employees good informed on direction 

determinations enables them to clearly understand, accept and set a high 

value on direction determinations. Directors in bend do non merely win trust,

credence and value for the determinations they make, they besides gain 

regard. As a consequence, the inclination for directors to seek more strategic

ways of heightening the efficaciousness of EWC activities in the hereafter is 

definite. Indeed, it is no surprise that direction that autumn under this class 

seem to be increasing in size ( Vitols 2003 ) . Case Study: EWCs in 

PracticeHarmonizing to a research carried out by Fulton ( 2005 ) on British 

Air passages, it is apparent that direction adopted a minimalist attack in that

although they tried to stay by the contents of the signed understanding, they

limited information shared with employee representatives and were loath in 

come ining into an unfastened audience with EWC. Besides, based on the 

impression that direction did non esteem employee representatives, it is 

obvious that they besides implemented a manipulative and command attack 

in associating with EWCs. These attacks in bend led to mistrust between 

direction and members of the EWC along with employees as a whole. 

Similarly, another illustration can be found in an Italian agro-food industry 

( Telljohann 2005 ) where direction used a manipulative attack to demo off 

itself to the populace ( corporate individuality ) and a control attack to 

restrict the activities of the EWC. EWCs and Trade Unions In contrast to how 

direction usage EWCs, pluralistic brotherhoods tend to be more complicated 
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in their traffics with EWCs. Trade brotherhoods interrelate with EWCs by 

naming their international office or the corporate bargaining section as 

delegates over the undertaking of supplying support to the EWCs. 

This attack helps Trade Unions facilitate the ordinance of policies on a 

European degree and enable the corporate bargaining section dressed ore 

on issues peculiar to its sector. Another attack is the deputation of back 

uping undertaking to national organic structures or territorial organic 

structures. Telljohann ( 2005 ) demonstrates that it is good to take territorial 

organic structures because it strengthens the relationship between EWCs 

and Trade Unions. However, deputing support undertakings utilizing the 

above attacks can be debatable and because of the inclination for delegates 

to be partial in stand foring the brotherhoods placed in their attention on 

international degree or the disposition to follow EWCs of their ain state on 

national degree. Whatever the instance may be, it is dry to see that whilst 

the principle behind this attack is to run into the demands of members of the

EWC on organizational degree as respects European policies, it ends up 

queering information and resources that is of value to the administration and

EWC activity. Besides, even though some union members take up functions 

externally, complications occur when Trade Unions take part as full members

in EWCs activities. For case, pluralistic trade brotherhoods ( e. g. 

Gallic and Italian ) assume that struggle in chase of the same entitlement as 

the other brotherhoods is inevitable and tend to retroflex this attack within 

the EWC. As a consequence, full members of such pluralistic brotherhoods 

are likely to adamantly back up this act of struggle therefore doing jobs 

when this attack is adopted as a commanding method of take parting in 
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activities within the EWC. Again instead than fulfilling the aim of this scheme,

it weakens the effectivity of activities within the EWC and creates an 

ambiance of confusion therefore neglecting to run into the outlooks of 

parties involved. Typologies of EWCs Lecher ( 2001 ) demonstrates four 

typologies of EWCs based on the divergent chances, schemes and patterns 

of histrions, sorting them as symbolic, service, undertaking oriented and 

participative. Differentiation between these typologies is made based on the 

analysis of interactions among the different histrions such as direction, trade 

brotherhoods, employee representatives and its internal capacity. While the 

symbolic typology ranks the least preferable, the participative typology is 

largely admired because of its quality to interchange information and bring 

on direction to prosecute in dialogues. In fact, Lecher ( 2001 ) was right 

when he affirmed the constructive quality of a participative EWC. 

Advantages of EWCs Harmonizing to Vitols ( 2003 ) the effectivity of EWCs 

does non depend on whether the administration is headquartered in a state 

with strong work councils and worker representation ( e. g. Germany or 

Denmark ) or weak tradition of partnership ( e. g. 

France or UK ) . Although Streeck and Vitols ( 1995 ) and Marginson ( 2000 ) 

claimed that the effectivity of EWC activities depended on the influence of 

strong work councils and worker representation in the place state, Terry 

( 2003 ) physiques on Vitols statement demoing that administrations from 

weak tradition of partnership are hopeful about the hereafter of stakeholder 

attack. Therefore it can be argued that so far as states endeavour to better 

the operations of their EWCs and use lessons learnt from inaccuracies made 
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in the yesteryear, the efficaciousness of their EWCs will go on to depend on 

their willingness to do things work. 

Therefore, the chance EWCs create in bettering employment dealingss 

through the exchange of information and the betterment of communicating 

within companies gives companies a valuable ground to set up their EWC 

( European Foundation for the betterment of life and working conditions 

2008 ) . All the same, Vitols ( 2003 ) high spots specific benefits of EWCs on 

a European degree which demonstrate that: Employees appreciate the 

policies and vision of the administration and directors are good furnished 

with utile information which helps them do better determinations. 

Developments at national degrees are good understood and specific. 

Besides, communicating channels are clear and effectual and 

representatives identify their operations as being international in range. It 

enhances the spirit of teamwork and strengthens societal relationships 

through interacting across boundary lines and builds trust between cardinal 

direction and representatives at national degree. Representatives based in 

states with weak tradition of partnership are able to convey into operation 

the stakeholder attack while top direction are familiar with the issues 

environing societal duty and Human resource direction. To this terminal, it is 

apparent that the aim of the EWC Directive to better employment dealingss 

succeeded in several countries. 

Disadvantages of EWC The generation of the hinderances in set uping a EWC

stems from the adjustable and obscure nature of the directive. To get down 

with, the loose guidelines of the directive expose it to developments from a 

direction representative degree and change by reversal the aim of the 
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directive to control management-seeking involvements. Besides, as a 

consequence of its nature, it paves manner for a bureaucratic scene go 

forthing companies lose focal point on their aim and benefits of the directive.

Furthermore, such a directing sets confusion in the administration of 

activities amongst participants ( Lucio and Weston ( 2000 ) . Harmonizing to 

Waddington ( 2011 ) the political relations of labour representation and the 

possibility of directors to work the guidelines set in the Directive for their ain 

opportunism can halter constitution of EWCs. Directors defend their 

opposition underscoring the cost of puting up EWCS, the impact on company 

determination devising of EWCs and the transparence that may ensue from a

EWC ( ibid ) . 

For case, the confusion on appropriate timing to affect the EWC in 

determination devising with excessively early and excessively late 

quandaries involved. In add-on, multinational administrations incur immense 

costs in puting up EWC meetings through administrative costs such as travel 

and adjustment, eating, readying and administration of meetings, real-time 

interlingual rendition services, and wages for delegates and directors. More 

so, some directors claim that puting up a EWC will protract the procedure of 

determination devising ( Waddington 2011 ) . On the contrary, Vitols ( 2003: 

2006 ) indicated that directors in companies that have established EWC do 

non subscribe to that position. To that terminal, it could be argued that 

directors see EWCs as instruments that diminish their powers and so they 

use the alibi of bureaucratism to maneuver their manner into defying the 

necessity to set up a EWC and carry through their selfish involvement. 

Besides, some directors besides claim that EWCs will do known the 
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employment conditions of the administration and pave manner to possible 

affairs on corporate bargaining ( Waddington 2011 ; Whittall et al. 2008 ) . 

Again, this is a tactic used by directors to strategically run into their 

demands at the hurt of employees as respects to bettering employment 

dealingss. The EWC directive is meant to better dealingss based on 

information and audience and non to coerce determinations from histrions 

and so it is non a valid alibi to reject petitions made by employees to set up 

EWC because directors are excessively nearsighted to see the benefits it 

brings. Furthermore, differences in linguistic communication, civilization, 

behavior, traditions, industrial dealingss and legal systems caused jobs the 

diverseness in construction and Human resources of EWCs. What is more is 

the deficiency of apprehension of concern footings, balance sheets, etc. by 

many delegates and reluctance of some delegates to take duty for 

determinations or points of position. Problems with EWC From a trade 

brotherhood position, EWCs are vehicles for competition between industrial 

sites in that brotherhood representatives exploit the chance for 

interchanging information egotistically. The information obtained is used 

strategically by brotherhood representatives to beef up the place of their ain 

site while disregarding the petitions or concerns of their subdivisions. 

Therefore it can be argued that the spread in the directive to supply a legal 

context to avoid such competition in employment dealingss gives room for 

the abuse of its activity hence bring forthing a corrupt inter-industry 

competition consequence. Consequently, this statement does non hold with 

switching the incrimination onto the brotherhood representatives as Hanck 

( 2000 ) grounds in a survey of the car industry. On the other manus, 
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direction see EWCs as an instrument to aline organizational alteration 

undertakings with determination doing alternatively of concentrating on 

concerns refering to employment dealingss. e. g. s in the car industry Hanck 

2000. 

Although one can reason that this is because of the failing of the directive as 

refering to the inevitable issues of organizational restructuring, Miller and 

Platzer ( 2003 ) point out that the absence of an in-depth and specific 

directive and EWC understandings does non do it weak instead the practical 

operation of EWCs determines its efficiency. Therefore, it can be argued that 

regardless of how loose the directive is, direction representatives should 

aline dealingss issues with structural alterations and seek the cooperation of 

worker representatives on determinations that will profit all parties. 
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